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Abstract
The concrete masonry unit (CMU) has been a standard in the building industry 
for the last century, widely utilized for its durability, modular assembly, and 
its’ relative ease of handling. While there are a variety of sizes, the general 
form of the CMU has remained unchanged; the same module can be used 
anywhere in the world. The goal of this project is to increase the aesthetic 
and thermodynamic performance of CMUs by re-investigating the interior and 
exterior surface geometries of the unit with the intent of extracting greater 
thermodynamic performance. This greater performance  in turn correlates to 
user comfort and more ecologically responsible building practices. I propose a 
modular system of construction derived from the relationship between material, 
fabrication, and assembly, and results in a unit able to thermodynamically 
respond to daily and seasonal variations in solar condition. 

The application for this model is wall system that tempers the environment 
of the Sonoran desert, where we witness great contrasts in solar conditions 
throughout the year. Geometry and materiality become points of interaction 
with the environment, as the Thermal Masonry Unit (Thermal[MU]) provides the 
capacity to absorb, store, and/or dissipate energy. The Thermal[MU] utilizes 
these attributes by acting as a filter between environment and user: providing 
shade and a thermal barrier in the summer and collecting/distributing the heat 
gain in the winter months. This passive thermal control is important because 
it makes a more economical use of material properties and forming principles 
and establishes a direct physical relationship between the user and the 
environment.
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figure 7a

figure 7b
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Introduction

In January 2008 I visited Marfa, Texas to view the outdoor Donald Judd exhibits 
at the Chinati Foundation. “15 Untitled Works” is a row of 15 large concrete 
blocks that sit, almost in a straight line, out on the Texas prairie in full view of 
the elements. As I walked around the exhibit, I noticed that the faces of some 
of the blocks were warm, while others were cool from being in the shade. 
Having already started working on concrete masonry units for this project, I 
realized that if I sat next to one of the blocks and recorded how the sun hit 
the structure—and how the block then absorbed or reflected the sun—that 
I’d be able to determine how my own, similar but smaller, CMUs might absorb 
similar light. I toyed around with the idea of staying in Marfa for a while and 
doing research on Judd’s blocks, but instead, I found a process in the lab that 
works just as well. That process is described here. 

This thesis argues that in order to build more intelligently, designers, architects 
and engineers must revisit the fundamentals of all parts of the design process: 
modeling, prototyping, testing, and fabrication. In order to make design more 
sustainable, we must also be willing to experiment with and integrate systems 
that are typically disparate from one another: for example, concrete masonry 
units (CMUs), digital fabrication, rapid prototyping, and mold casting. This 
project brings together all of these systems in an attempt to offer a new way 
of creating environmentally-conscious, manufacture-friendly, building units. 
The end design of this project is a self-shading wall that will keep itself cooler in 
the summer and warmer in the winter by passively interacting with the natural, 
daily cycles of the sun. As the cost of labor, heating and energy increases, it 
has become increasingly important to capitalize on energy processes that are 
natural and, thus, free. 

What I hope other architects and designers can learn from my work is that in 
order to design intelligently and sustainably, we have to have agency over the 
materials and objects were working with: we have to ask ourselves how these 
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materials can be made better without completely retooling entire 
systems of building. The first step of this process is to look at 
what we already have in front of us: are there attributes to those 
things that can be made more effective? Can these objects be 
used for different purposes? 
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Motivation

As we expand globally economy of materials becomes more important. Cost of 
materials and construction is constantly rising. Extracting greater performance 
from existing materials expands their effective use. 

Masonry construction is one of the oldest forms of building technology, where 
stones were harvested from the earth and stacked to provide shelter. Clay 
masonry dates back as far as 10,000 years in the form of sun dried bricks. 
(History of Masonry Structures 3) Since then, people have been building out 
of stone and unit masonry, to today where a significant percentage of building 
types are of some sort of unit masonry. Traditional mined stone masonry 
subsided to familiar unit masonry unit, brick and block. 

The standard concrete masonry unit (CMU) has had its place in the building 
industry for more than a century. The size of the module lends itself to easy 
individual handling compared to cast in place concrete which requires formwork, 
casting, curing, then the removal of formwork. This ease of handling means 
a decreased need for highly skilled labor. It means that by adopting existing 
manufaturing and labor methods performative masonry becomes a viable, 
alternative, building type. 

Interestingly, the CMU also allows for more individualized attention to building 
structures; that is, it allows for the imprint of the designer to remain visible in 
the building. Rather than simply cast entire walls out of concrete, the CMU 
remains visible, reminding users that each block was hand placed. The unit 
masonry frame emerges from the hands of the mason, leaving behind the 
residue of the individual. 

As designers we seek out parameters which allow us to improve on space, 
objects, materials, and performance. There are always limitations which interrupt 
the design process and cause a pause: a X, Y, or Z.  These pauses either 
become points of departure to move beyond the limitation or they become a 
boundary within which we decide to operate. Rather than view these pauses 
as problematic, I believe they are spaces of opportunity: if these boundaries 
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did not exist we would never know when to stop designing. 
Our designs would also not be supplemented with the needs 
and colors of the local surroundings. The boundary condition 
paradox has been limiting the development of performative 
masonry. 

For decades we have been building with CMU’s and utilizing 
the thermal properties of concrete masonry in passive solar 
design. High mass walls are a primary component in trombe 
wall systems, which is the model I used to develop the CMUs 
that are the subject of this thesis project. Trombe walls, adopted 
and popularized by Felix Trombe  in 1964, are south-facing, 
high-mass walls that act as a battery to collect solar radiation 
throughout the day. The system Trombe developed converts 
solar radiation, which is transmitted through a glass wall, into 
heat energy which is absorbed slowly by a high mass material 
(typically concrete or masonry), stored and transmitted through 
to the interior. Solar radiation is transmitted through a glazing 
component into an air cavity, which heats a high mass building 
component, traditionally concrete, CMU, or earth wall. The high 
mass wall absorbs heat energy through the day and transmits it 
to the conditioned space at night, thus supplementing heating 
loads. The concept also works in the opposite way during the 
summer months, collecting cool energy through the evening 
which tempers the conditioned space throughout the day. 
There is no specificity to the form of the high mass element 
and seasonal variation is mitigated through the application of 
overhangs and eaves.
In his study of Trombe walls and their ability to passively cool 
buildings, Guohui Gan argues that there is still research to be 
done on Trombe walls, as much of the recent work has been 
about winter  heating. His article, which uses computational 
fluid dynamics to simulate summer cooling techniques, offers 
background for my own research in that his findings suggest 
there is more work to be done on passive heating and cooling 

figure 11a

figure 11b

figure 11c
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combined. For example, Gan concludes that in order to 
“maximize the  ventilation rate for summer cooling, the interior storage wall of 
the surface should be insulated. This also prevents undesirable overheating of 
room air due to convection and radiation heat transfer from the wall. If solar 
energy is used for passive cooling only, a solar chimney is preferable to a 
Trombe wall” (43). 
Gan leaves room for interpretation here; this thesis is not about Trombe walls 
only or solar chimneys only. Rather, it is about how we can combine the 
technology we already have in order to create easy to manufacture, singular 
blocks that can be used to create structures and designs that fit a variety of 
buildings and needs. 

Trombe walls aren’t exactly new technology, however (see footnote). What I 
hope to do in this thesis is show how the passive heating/cooling techniques 
of the trombe wall can be combined with digital fabrication to make more 
individualized CMUs—pieces of concrete that can be used in small steps to 
create larger systems of radiation transfer. 

Digital fabrication, made popular towards the end of the 20th century, has fast 
become a mainstay in architectural education and mainstream fabrication of 
full scale prototypes that would otherwise be very costly. For manufacturers, 
digital fabrication is simply a way to make things <bigger and faster.> For 
architects with an artistic bent, however, rapid prototyping has made physical 
processes accessible that weren’t accessible a long time ago. And it is these 
physically processes that hold they key to more efficient heat capture and 
transfer in the name of sustainable building and design. Digital fabrication 
allows us to create designs that weren’t available before—and these designs 
are the combinations of shapes and materials that can redefine sustainable 
design. 

One example of how digital fabrication has gone mainstream is Frank Gehry’s 
Zollhof Towers in Düsseldorf, Germany. Constructed between 1996 and 1999, 
the foundations for the Zollhof Towers were created by using CNC routers to 
cut the framework out of styrofoam for the foundations. But I would argue 
that the CNC router has little to do with the foundations Towers’ functionality. 
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Rather, building the Towers using the CNC router is a way to 
prove to the rest of the architecture community that digital 
fabrication can “handle” large scale projects and make possible 
the full-scale construction of complex geometries that were, 
until recently, nearly impossible to construct.

Gehry’s philosophy on the CNC router is probably that it’s a tool 
to express this geometry that we haven’t been able to express 
in the past. To complete this type of  construction would have 
been nearly impossible in the past. But now with these tools, it 
can be modeled at any scale—you can test it, you can prototype 
it, and it can begin to grow. You can see the process from the 
model that’s the size of your hand to the full-scale model, which 
is an actual building. 

It seems as though “blob” architecture is a response to digital 
fabrication technology. We can get very good at describing very 
complex geometry using NURBS curves. So we can begin to 
specifically describe how a curve works using mathematical 
equations. [INSERT ARTICLE ON BLOB ARCHITECTURE 
HERE.]

These kinds of “blobs” haven’t always been accessible to 
designers to actually make. For example, Erwin Hauer, in the 
1950’s who experimented with infinite surface area geometries 
before the days of ones and zeros. Hauer imagined and then 
created 3 dimensional geometries without specific uses for the 
module in mind. He then worked through multiple iterations of 
each pattern. Once Hauer became familiar with the method of 
creating an individual design, each iteration after the first had a 
little more purpose to it. 

From Olgyay, pg. 14 figs. 33 and 34:
So he used a repetitive tiling pattern that gave the appearance 
of a woven lattice. What’s interesting about it is in working wit 

figure 13a - Donald Judd      
Untitled c. 1979

figure 13b

figure 13c
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this, he was really interested in the infinity of surface. In theory, this surface 
could go on and on and on forever. It doesn’t have an instance that causes it 
to terminate. The complexity in the curvature of he geometry, you wouldn’t be 
able to describe it using mathematical equations. It has a feeling that it was 
crafted by the hand and the eye, not by a machine. 
Fig 35: in that I see shading and opportunity for ventilation. 

In the end, the creations didn’t do much more than provide interesting light 
qualities and separation as architectural screens, but is playful method speaks 
both to my own method of invention and also to the importance of digital 
fabrication. Digital fabrication, for me, is not a replacement for hands-on 
invention work; rather, it is a key to repetition and reproduction. 
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figure 15a

figure 15b

figure 15c
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Elegant Embellishments_ Prosolve 370

This is an example of an architectural screen wall which demonstrates 
the use of digital fabrication and rapid prototyping to make molds for cast 
building elements. While the morphology of this screen is purely aesthetic, 
the materiality serves a performative purpose. Each module is glazed with a 
photocatalytic titanium dioxide which has the ability to sequester pollutants 
in the air, within the material. This project was aimed at responding to the EU 
Clean Air Strategy of 2005. 

This research relates to my work in that it demonstrates the use of digital 
fabrication and rapid prototyping to output a cast module. It also uses 
materiality as a performative attribute...
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figure 17a

figure 17b

figure 17c
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European Ceramic Work Center
This project by the European Ceramic Work Center in 2007 and was carried 
out in an attempt to speculate  towards performative ceramic masonry. Artists, 
designers, architects and ceramicists exhibit their work with the intent of re-
establishing the potential for ceramic masonry.

This work directly relates to my research in that it demonstrates other speculative 
research in performative masonry. Here the work is derived directly through 
the hand and into the material meaning there is little evidence to suggest that 
these speculations apply the same testing of principals that I am doing in my 
research.... 

Arnout Visser/Erik Jan Kwakkel
Sound Absorbing Brick (figure 19a)
Porosity and sound absorption is achieved through material process where a 
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figure 19a - Sound absorbing brick

figure 19b - Light modulator

figure 19c - Soft brick

figure 19d - Heating brick

mold is filled with polystyrene beads then filled with slip. When 
the brick is fired, the beads burn out leaving a network of fired 
ceramic remains. 

Hilde A Danielsen_
Porosity (figure 19b)
This module modulates light with a variable porosity pattern. 
These bricks aide in the transformation of spatial qualities based 
on quantity and type of light being let through.

Marian Bijlenga_
Soft Brick (figure 19c)
The “Soft Brick” is a porous module where the material becomes 
a growing media offering potential possibility towards a vertical, 
masonry garden.

Jan Schabert_
Heating Brick (figure 19d)
The artist designed this brick as a thermal conductor, similar to 
a radiator or heat-sink, collecting incident solar radiation from 
the sun and efficiently transferring it to the interior environment 
yielding a savings in heating load.
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Neri Oxman
 
Neri Oxman started M A T E R I A L E C O L O G Y in 2006, using natural 
phenomenon as an agent for design, architecture, engineering, and 
computation. Her work exhibits the use of testing and simulation as a means 
of form finding, where geometry, materiality and performance are equals in the 
design process.

This work is a good precedent for later form speculations in Paracloud. 
Neri writes well about the relationship between form, force, materiality and 
object...
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figure 21a

figure 21b

figure 21c
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LOOM Studio_ 12 blocks

This work by LoomStudio from 2007 and currently ongoing takes a look at the 
inherent attributes of masonry construction from both a material and assembly 
perspective . The study proposes new, performative building modules based 
on exisitng manufacturing technologies and building principal. The result is a 
cost effective replacement for standard masonry units that has the capacity to 
extract greater performance and response to environmental condition.   

http://www.loomstudio.com/12blocks/

12 blocks is a good example of a designer taking an approach to implementing 
something new to an existing building technology. The research uses existing 
forming methods and assembly techniques to produce a module which will be 
a direct replacement for traditional CMU construction...
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figure 23a - Egg block

figure 23b - Tornado block

figure 23c - Ripple block

figure 23d - Pachinko block
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1st Principals_ Environmental response

Solar response
Modifying exposed surface area according to environmental needs. The Robina 
pseudoacacia (Black Locust) responds to the sun by moving up and down to 
either, shade itself in harsh sunlight, open up to the sun when required and 
fold down at night to minimize heat loss. The Thermal[MU] responds similarly 
while maintaining a static geometry, using the following principals to achieve a 
similar amount of environmental control:

Self shading 
Controls incident solar radiation (insolation) as necessary for heating or cooling. 
This principal can be demonstrated in some desert plants such as the Opuntia 
bigelovii (teddy bear cholla) where spines protect the skin from the intense 

direct sunlight experienced in the Sonoran desert. (figure 24a) 

Radiators
A type of heat exchange device which transfers heat energy through radiation 
or convection. A typical instance of a type of radiator is the common radiator 
in a house connected to a boiler which circulates hot water within the radiator 
making it the same temperature as the water. The radiator then radiates that 
heat energy into the house, warming the ambient air.  Heatsinks found in 
electronics (figure 25b)are another common example of this principal only their 
purpose is to pull heat away from a component and use the ambient air do 
diffuse the heat

Thermal Flue
The thermal flue is a means of ventilating and extracting heat from a space. 
Termite mounds (figure 24c) exhibit this principal collecting heat on their 
surface, warming air, causing it to expand and rise in the same way a hot 
air balloon does. This rising air pulls cooler air from below, causing a natural 
ventilation of the cavity. .....
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figure 25a

figure 25b

figure 25c
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Speculative Prototypes
 Collaborative work with Kelly Winn and Dale     
Clifford from fall_06 through spring_07

This chapter describes the  method by which I was able to output a digital 
model into a cast media. Unlike the final prototype in this research where 
the form is driven by analysis of forces, these modules were formed based 
on speculative principals and were most useful an exercise in digital output. 
These probes were initially designed and developed in the same way that 
Hauer worked, without a specific purpose in mind, but in a study in geometry 
and outputting that geometry only to apply an attribute to his screen walls later 
(light quality).

The three studies are the Shade block (figures 31a,b,c), the Wet Wall (figures 
32a,b,c), and the Surface module (figures 33a,b,c).  In each of the modules 
the method is the same; the steps to make a prototype are: 

Establishment of the unit geometry be it square, rectangular, hexagonal, •	
pentagonal or other.
Digital suface modeling of the unit or units in Rhino or Maya depending •	
on the desired geometry. Either Rhino or Maya can model any of these 
geometries and the decision to use one or the other relies largely on 
personal preference.
From the modeling software the geometry is exported to MastercamX2 •	
which develops the logic for subtractive modeling in MDF, on the CNC 
router. Model geometry is converted into “toolaths” which consists of the 
toolbit and a path to follow along the model surface, removing material.
From Mastercam, the toolpaths are exported to TechnoCNC which •	
communicates with the CNC router. 
The CNC router models subtractively (it takes material away, rather than •	
adds material): it cuts in MDF (we choose MDF because of its homogenous 
cross section and because it is easy to cut)
Once the mold is cut, it gets sealed with a polyurethane lacquer. This •	
becomes the Master Mold. 
From the Master Mold, we make rubber molds. We use rubber molds •	
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figure 27a

figure 27b

figure 27c

because they are reusable, easy to clean, durable, flexible. It 
is also easy to de-mold complex surface geometries.
With the rubber mold we can cast any material; concrete, •	
plaster, plastic, rubber, etc.
In the case of  slip cast modules such as the wet wall or •	
the shade block, plaster was cast from the rubber and then 
used as the mold for slip casting.

The Shade block (figures 31a,b,c) was one of the first prototypes 
exploring and defining this method. Figure 31a shows the digital 
model before exporting to Mastercam. The rubber mold (figure 
31b) is the primary casting surface for the final module (figure 
31c)
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figure 28a

figure 28b

figure 28c

Wet Wall
Collaborative work with Kelly Winn spring_07

This speculation produced thin-shell terra-cotta cells based 
on a pentagonal packing system. The pentagon tiling was the 
base unit which was then subdivided into a smaller unit and also 
aggregated into a larger hexagonal cell which was made of four 
pentagon cells. 
We selected terra-cotta as the material with the speculation 
that it could be used as a porous media to hold water, then 
by passing air through the wall section we could modify the 
ambient temperature through evaporative cooling. 
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figure 29a

figure 29b

figure 29c

Surface Module
Collaborative work with Dale Clifford spring_07

This speculation produced concrete modules based on a 
hexagonal packing system. This module was an exercise to 
establish a relationship between toolpath and finish surface 
geometry. Unlike previous probes where the resolution of the 
toolpath led to a casting which was very close to the original 
digital model (fine toolpath) we applied a very course toolpath, 
leaving behind evidence of the operation and reducing modeling 
time. This, lower resolution, toolpath increases the overall surface 
area and provides a texture to the module.
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Prototype_01
Moldule Design and Testing

This was the first instantiation of the Thermal[MU]. The digital model was 
developed in Maya using the Summer and Winter equinoxes as the driving 
geometry for the collector surface. The first prototype incorporated the 
following:

Collector Surface - modeled using the summer as a reference point for •	
shading and winter solstice as a collecting surface angle (figure 30f) 
Thermal storage battery - Thermal mass used for collected energy •	
storage
Interior airflow cavity - Induces airflow around the storage battery in the •	
summer. The airflow pulls heat out of the battery by means of convection 
(figure 30c)
Structural cavity - When the modules are stacked, vertical cavities can be •	
filled with concrete or a rigid foam. Vertical post tensioning ties serves as 
the structural reinforcement
Radiator fins - Fin geometry transmits heat from the storage battery to the •	
interior space when heating is required.

Ecotect analysis shows shading at summer and winter solstice (figure 30b)
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figure 31a

figure 31b

figure 31c

figure 31d

figure 31ffigure 31e
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Prototype_01
Mold Assembly 1:2 scale prototype

This module was cast off of a four part rubber mold, captured 
in an acrylic box. The four rubber parts consist of a collector 
face geometry, a radiator face geometry, and two interior air 
flow geometry molds. These casting surface were cast against 
sealed MDF molds shaped on the CNC router (figure 32a,c) The 
acrylic box is the boundary condition and was made to hold the 
four rubber parts in place (figure 32b). So what I tried doing with 
this molding method was to create a hollow cavity geometry 
within the block with the two interior air flow molds. When 
concrete is cast into the box, those two molds get captured 
into place and are able to be pulled out because they’re flexible 
(malleable).  
The acrylic box wasn’t as precise as I wanted it to be, making 
demolding a little difficult. I spent a lot of time demolding and 
then preparing the mold for the next casting. 
In the next iteration, I will mold all sides with a rubber 
membrane. 

figure 32a

figure 32b

figure 32c
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figure 33a

figure 33b

figure 33c

Prototype_01
Physical Modules

This module was cast in Pourstone for ease and speed of 
casting. 
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Prototype_01
Ecotect Surface Modeling

When I put the 3D model geometry into Ecotect and start an analysis of the 
insolation (incident solar radiation) on the surface of the modules, it began to 
confirm my assumptions about how much shading directly affects incident 
solar radiation. 
Figure 34a represents the hourly average insolation gain for daylight hours on 
the faces of the module on the 21st of each month. 
From January through March, there is a significant increase in insolation over 
the time period between April and August. This establishes a direct relationship 
between the surface geometry and the isolation falling on that surface.
Between September and December, the insolation increased again. It should 
be noted that throughout the year, the days of greatest solar radiation occur in 
January and February (when it’s the coldest). 
This trend can be seen again in figure 34c of this page, which describes the 
total insolation on the module throughout the year on a daily basis. The graph 
shows increased insolation at the beginning and end of each year and a 
decrease of insolation in the warmer months. 

Figure 34b is the same calculation assumed on a flat surface. This shows a 
more consistent band of incident solar radiation throughout the year. What 
I can pull from this is that the surface geometries of the model are directly 
related to the incident solar radiation gain falling on a surface. 
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figure 35b

figure 35c
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Prototype_02&02a
Digital Mold Design and Assembly

Prototype 01 was mostly a quick study to test the casting 
method. I quickly learned where the casting method could be 
improved, mostly by eliminating the acrylic box and casting all 
surfaces from rubber. With prototype 02 I set out to achieve the 
following goals:

Full scale module casting•	
Casting using various cement mixes•	
All mold faces in rubber•	
Redesign the module to approximate the surface area of a •	
traditional CMU

In the digital model, prototype 02 began first by changing the 
overall proportions of the module to approximate the surface 
area of a traditional CMU. This change made the module 
proportionally taller and required a redesign of the face. This 
prototype was also modeled based on the sun angle at the 
summer and winter solstices. 

The interior airflow geometry was modeled based on findings 
from the airflow studies in prototype 01 which resulted in more 
air moving around the storage mass in the summer, which helps 
to cool the wall. 

figure 36a

figure 36b
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figure 37a

figure 37b

figure 37c figure 37d

The size of the modules and MDF mold faces required the slicing 
and layering of the CNC faces prior to rubber casting as the cut 
depth exceeded the limitations of the CNC router. To cast the 
six rubber molds required  17 separate CNC’d MDF parts. A 
CNC router with greater Z-Axis capacity would cut that number 
down to 10.
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Prototype_02
Casting

I made an initial attempt, using the same casting method used in 
prototype 1, to cast the airflow geometry. I relied on the flexibility 
of the rubber to de-mold the part. Because of the larger scale 
and the resultant higher mass of rubber, the molds didn’t pull out 
as well; the consistently broke off and broke the module. Initially 
I cut the molds in half to pull out a side at a time with moderate 
success, but it still required a full 8-10 hours of curing before the 
molds could be removed without breaking the module. 

Even with all casting surfaces being rubber, I kept the MDF 
molds in place as a rigidizing support for the rubber molds. This 
also helped in providing a flat surface to secure the straps to 
(figure 39a & 39b). I also came to the realization that with this 
technique, I could make the rubber molds much thinner, and 
use less rubber material. 

One of the goals of Prototype 02 was to have a full scale 
prototype and the ability to test material properties. The casting 
sequence is as follows:

Mix dry ingredients•	
Add water to a castable consistency•	

figure 38a

figure 38b

figure 38c
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figure 39a

figure 39b

figure 39c figure 39d

Strap together prepared molds •	
Casting•	
Agitate to remove air (figure 39d)•	
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Prototype_02
Physical Modules_Full scale prototypes

Concrete Mix Matrix

Module Portland Flyash Sand Gravel Perlite Water

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

Analysis of material compositions is forthcoming now that the modules have 
had adequate time to cure. 
Physical testing will include:
Thermal conductivity
Weight
Surface characteristics
Strength

Beyond these simple observations, a limited amount of information can be 
gained. An extended experiment will be conducted as follows: 
Isolate the modules in an insulated box with only the collector surface directly 
exposed to the outside.
Temperature readings are taken at various points on the module to track how 
heat is moving through the module.
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figure 41a

figure 41b figure 41c

After casting the first few modules with the air cavity and the 
associated difficulties in de-molding I removed the interior 
airflow casting elements and cast the interior solid. This adds 
mass to the storage section of the module and, for the moment 
removes the airflow component. I have now reshaped the top, 
bottom and side molds to regain the airflow. These new mold 
geometries can be seen in figure 38a. 

The reconfiguration of airflow and structual cavities also dictates 
the use of traditional mortar and wire reinforcing as opposed to 
the previously assumed post tensioning. 
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Prototype_02
Ecotect Surface Analysis

Redesign of the module to approximate a traditional CMU gave more vertical 
surface area which is better for winter time solar colletion according to Olgay 
(diagram)

The insolation calculatoin of prototype two offer similar results to prototype 
01 except for in the winter heating season, prototype 02 offers more surface 
area for solar gain, aiding in the offset of heating load assuming that collected 
energy is effectively stored and transferred. 
A more extensive analysis of thermal mass and lag is required to assess the 
effectiveness of he surface geometry. 

Another truth that came out about this surface geometry is that the solstice 
angle used to model the eyebrow only occurs at one time on a specific day. 
The path of the sun across the sky on a particular day can be described as a 
cone and should be modeled and tuned to as such.
By taking a plot of the path of the sun on a particular day and picking three 
points, defined by altitude and azimuth angles, when plotted as a cone, those 
three points form the path of the sun across the sky. 
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figure 43b

figure 43c
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Prototype_02
Module - Analysis

After modeling the first and second prototype I began to seek out ways to 
extract greater performance from the collection surface. It occurred to me 
that the solstice was not a fair date to model shading to as it is isolated to the 
worst case scenario of the year and not necessarily as effective before or after 
the solstice. 
I collected weather data for Tucson for the last 30 years and graphed the 
following:

Daily high (H)•	
Daily low (L)•	
Daily mean (A)•	
Heating degree days (HDD)•	
Cooling degree days (CDD)•	

0

37.5

75.0

112.5

150.0

Untitled 1Untitled 75Untitled 157Untitled 244Untitled 331

Chart 1

The HDD and CDD curves are of particular interest as they indicate a particular 
time of the year that requires only heating, only cooling or a combination of the 
two. This data establishes days on which to program to the module to start 
and stop shading/collecting.

H

A

L

HDD
CDD
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figure 45a

figure 45b

figure 45c figure 45d
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Modeling_Analysis Software

The design of the module comes from three veins of study, each requiring a diff 
piece of software. The first is simple geometry testing of thermal transfer, using 
Solid Works and Cosmos Works. What that does is establishes patterns by 
which thermal energy applied uniformally to a surface is transferred across that 
surface. This helps to establish patterns and trends for developing collecting 
surfaces, radiating surfaces, and diffusing surfaces. 

Collecting surfaces are those that are directly exposed to the exterior 
environment, receiving solar radiation directly from the sun.  They collect 
through direct exposure to the sun. The material that they’re made out of, 
concrete, is especially useful in high mass thermal storage systems such as 
the trombe wall or radiant flooring. 

Radiating surfaces are on the interior geometry and transfer the heat 
energy stored in the module to the interior environment. These surfaces transfer 
just like a radiator in a car works: providing a high surface area and a medium 
which rapidly transfers collected energy to the interior environment. 

Diffusing surfaces are interior geometries that can help to diffuse or 
save the collected heat energy, depending on whether the module is designed 
to heat or cool. The diffuse surfaces relate to convection; convective heat. It 
diffuses through a combination of surface area and air flow around the interior 
surfaces. 

1.Solid Works and Cosmos: these two pieces of software digitally simulate 
how heat moves across materials that I’ve developed. 

2. Flow Wizard allows me to test how well air moves around interior geometry. 
I can test various interior geometries to see how air moves around them. I 
need to know how the air moves because controlling it can make a difference 
in temperature, particularly in cooling efforts. Because we have such a high 
percentage of cooling requirements in Tucson, it’s important to mitigate the 
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transfer of solar radiation to the interior environment. Air acts 
as an insulator. When cool air moves around a round body, it 
pulls heat energy off the hot body and move it away. This is the 
convection principle. 
How integrated findings: 

3. Ecotect digitally locates model geometry. I import the surface 
geometry into Ecotect and say, “this is Tucson, Arizona.” Then 
I can simulate shading throughout the day, as well as incident 
solar radiation gain. I can get trends that tell me how the sun 
is hitting each surface throughout the year. It comes out as 
numerical data, so I have actual heat loads that can be applied 
to the faces. Those numbers correlate back to the Solid Works 
information in that they allow me to apply the trends about 
thermal conductivity to the model (trombe wall). 

figure 47a

figure 47b

figure 47c
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Prototype_03
Ecotect Surface Modeling

The surface analysis for prototype 03 offers the greatest performance 
improvement over the previous two iterations. By using the HDD and CDD 
data to determine when to start and stop shading the surface becomes 
more effective througout the year. By using calculated cone geometry, the 
surface can become very specifically tuned to accepting or rejecting insolation 
throughout the day. 

The annual graph of insolation on the surface geometry shows the greatest 
diversion from the previous two iterations.
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figure 49b
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Prototype_03
Morphology Testing_Cosmos

Cosmos is a CFD simulation software capable of applying a 
thermal load to an object with material properties. This study 
looked at four module morphologies, each of which has the same 
volume of material. The software shows how heat is collected 
in the geometry and distributed to the rest of the mass. The 
standard cube (figure 50a) took the longest to heat while figure 
50d achieved the highest overall surface temperature. 

Further investigation into this thermal analysis will help to 
specifically model the radiator surface geometry of the module.

figure 50a

figure 50c

figure 50d

figure 50b
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Prototype_03
Morphology Testing_Cosmos

This analysis applies a “Heat Power” to the collector surface of 
the geometry. The applied power is scaled to correlate to the 
heat load applied to the surface on a given day. The applied 
heat power is non directional so there is no shading factored 
into the calculaton. The test was run over a period of time which 
corresponds to the daylight hours on June 20. The heat power 
load was scaled to correlate to the incident solar radiation values 
calculated in ecotect throughout the course of that day (figure 
51e).
Figures 51a and 51b are the resultant temperature at the end 
of the test.
Figures 51c and 51d are the resultant temperature flux at the 
end of the test. 

figure 51a

figure 51c

figure 51d

figure 51b

figure 51e
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Prototype_03
Morphology Testing_Flowizard

Flowizard CFD (computational fluid dynamics) simulation software allows for 
the visualization of airflow through flow region. In the case of the Thermal[MU] 
this sofware allows me to test the efficiency of airflow around the cavity. 
Intuitively I would like to see air mixing around all sides of the storage battery 
(white regions). This would indicate moving air coming into contact with all 
surfaces, potentially pulling excess heat up and out of the wall section. 

This simulation assumes a known velocity at the inlet (bottom) which was set at 
1fps for this simulation. Once the thermal flue is accurately simulated the inlet 
and outlet velocities become known information and can be reincorporated 
into the simulation. At the moment it seems as if Cosmos/Floworks would be 
a better CFD simulation software for this type of system. 

Of the three sections simlated here, figure 52c appears to have the greatest 
vertical trend combined with higher velocity stirring around the storage batter. In 
general the flow seems to stay laminar indicating a relatively smooth airflow.
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figure 53a

figure 53b

figure 53c
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Prototype_04
Morphology Testing_Flowizard

Prototype 04 uses a brow geometry similar to prototype_03 
applied to a standard 8x8x16 CMU module size. These cavity 
assemblies are analyzed in both a stack bond and a running 
bond configuration to test the effectiveness of one assembly 
bond over another. 

In both bond configurations figure 54a seems to maintain 
the highest velocity around the storage cell. The stack bond 
maintains a strong laminar flow while the running bod seems to 
be more turbulent.
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figure 55a

figure 55b

figure 55c
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Prototype_04
Ecotect Surface Modeling

Prototype 04 it a similar surface geometry to prototype 03 but with a rectangular 
boundary condition of 8x16 to directly compare to a standard CMU. Figure 
56b shows the annual hourly insolation on a standard CMU surface and figure 
56b shows the insolation on the prototype 04 surface. There is a slight increase 
in insolation values in the winter months but a marked difference in insolation 
values in the summer months.
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figure 57b
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Software Tools
Autodesk Maya 2008
 Digital modeling

Rhinoceros 4.0
 Digital modeling

Ansys Flowizard
 CFD airflow modeling software

Square One Ecotect
 Environmental analysis

Cosmos
 CFD analysis software

Paracloud
 Parametric modeler

MastercamX2
 Design and application of toolpaths for CNC router   
modeling

TechnoCNC
 CNC router interface software
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